Step 7 – Put on the bandana, eye patch
and earring. Walk the plank of fun.
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Easy
Step-by-Step
Instructions

Step 1 – Make sure your face is
clean and dry.

Step 4 – Using black, color the lips and
shade in under the eyes. Add some
crows feet and forehead crease lines.
Using your finger dipped in black,
smudge black make up on the face to
give the appearance of dirty and
unbathed.

Step 2 – Using your sponge applicator,
put black on the temples and blend
toward the hairline. Define the
cheekbones blending down. Bring the
cheekbone line down to given
appearance of sunken in cheeks. Add
black to the eyelids and the area
between the eyes and the eyebrows.
Add black to the sides of the nose to
thin the nose, blending it towards the
cheeks. Blend the nose area into the
area between the eyes and eyebrows.
With an upward motion, add black to
the area between the eyebrows, not
connecting the eyebrows. Add black
below the nasal labia fold and blend
down.

Step 5 - Use the applicator to add a red
scar or two. Using the powder puff,
powder the face to set the make up
and keep it from coming off. Option:
You can add stitch marks to the scar.
For a more realistic effect leave off the
stitches.

Step 3 – Add black just below the lip.
Using the other side of the sponge
applicator, add white highlights to
cheekbones, nasal labia fold, top of
the nose, chin and temples.

Step 6 – Dry teeth off with a tissue.
Apply the TOOTH FX onto the teeth.
Apply TOOTH FX with a clean qtip if
more than one person will be wearing
the TOOTH FX.

